
REFLECTION PAPER ON LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL

Reaction to â€œLife is Beautifulâ€• May 25, The movie â€œLife is Beautifulâ€• is one of the most touching and
thoughtful movies I have ever seen. It is about a Jewish man and his son and wife who get taken to a concentration
camp during the Holocaust.

So, remembering this experience, I went to see Life Is Beautiful. The rules are made up as time goes on. She
soon realizes that she returns his love for her, and they get married. He and his family are shown laughing and
living without restriction, they are shown experiencing much joy and it almost makes the reality of their
situation be forgotten due to the love and happiness that is conveyed on the screen and that is the reason for
why this film is set apart from other holocaust and reality based tragic films. This collocation of events in the
film allows for a direct response to occur after any sort of abjection placed upon the character. At this shift,
Guido no longer has the physical advantage over his oppressors; he no longer is able to utilize the power of
slapstick because death is now the consequence for his actions. Sherman, Jodi. Benigni understood the
sensitivity and knew the risks, he heard the criticisms and defended his choices and ultimately, the film stands
as a powerful mix of genres, an experiment that to some succeeded and to some deeply offended. What Life is
Beautiful does, and like Sherman argues, is take a subject that is incomprehensible and places a character in
that world who is so removed from the usual human response system in order to show just how ludicrous and
unacceptable what occurred truly is even though the social mindset towards much of what was happening at
the time was hauntingly banal. But in the end the boy is reunited with his mother, and he does in fact get to
ride in an Allie tank. All of the prisoners are being loaded onto trucks that are returning empty. Buy Study
Guide Life is Beautiful opens on a note of hilarity as the protagonist, Guido, and his best friend, Ferruccio,
rocket down a country slope, the brakes on their rickety old car having given way. He looks around in
confusion and then hears a rumbling in the distance. While Ferruccio attempts to fix the car, Guido happens
upon a little farm, where the woman who is to become the love of his life literally falls from the sky into his
arms. The effort and love that emanated from Guido are the messages relayed by the movie - not that the game
would save your life. Jennifer Rosenberg is a historian, history fact-checker, and freelance writer who writes
about 20th-century history topics. The clown takes things to the extreme, making the already absurd so much
more absurd that one cannot help but laugh at the ridiculous of it all. It is very intriguing how the father
creates an elaborate tale just to protect his son. The story is an inspiration to everyone, telling people to never
give up. But does Benigni depict this fabrication in a deceiving light?


